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Lawrence expands Innovation and Entrepreneurship program
Molly-Judith Wilson

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Lawrence
University's
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
initiative seeks to infuse a philosophy of entrepreneurship with a
liberal arts education. Classes on
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
began to be offered four years ago
in the Department of Economics,
and the spread of entrepreneurship to the rest of the college has
been recent and ongoing.
The courses offered in economics department are tweaked
each year, but, as Alice G. Chapman
Professor Emeritus of Physics John
Brandenberger explained, their
basic structure has remained the
same.
His students are required to
“conceive, shape and propose a
venture, get feedback from the rest
of the class and learn to give talks
on their project. By the time the
course is done, there is a finale and
everyone gets up and talks with
great pride about their venture,
[because] they each have taken an
innovative idea and become entrepreneurs [implementing] it.”
A recent, ongoing example of
such a project, that Brandenberger
called “most ambitious, going well
beyond the course,” is one known
as Flickey, a project by Siddhant
Dayal ‘11, senior Dan O’Connor,
junior Aimen Khan, and sophomore Nathan Nichols-WelikyFehring. The venture involves
installing kiosks in train stations, malls and some airports in
Mumbai. Travelers will be able to
carry a memory stick and download a movie onto the chip and
then watch it on their television,
computer or iPhone.

There is no better time than the
present, explained Brandenberger,
to teach liberal arts students who
are developing the creative skills
to be innovators over their four
years at Lawrence, to be aggressive
in their entrepreneurship.
His goal is for Lawrence graduates to be able to “give a compelling summary and promotion in
three minutes, go out and sell
themselves as future journalists
and get themselves five offers
to work at newspapers like the
New York Times, The Post, the LA
Times...”
President Jill Beck, who is
eager to support I&E at Lawrence,
explained that the best part of the
program is that it is expanding to
the rest of the university.
She commented, “All of this is
centered in the economics department, but they work collaboratively with professors in other parts
of the campus. They have [the]
Coleman [Foundation] and other
funding to help other professors
see how this philosophy of taking action to address world needs
could affect how they teach their
classes.”
Assistant
Professor
of
Economics Adam Galambos noted
that I&E has been spreading over
campus and will continue to do so.
“Both [the Pursuit of Innovation
and the Art of Entrepreneurship
courses] have been open to students of all disciplines and have
drawn students from all over campus,” he said. “Faculty members
from many departments have collaborated with [the economics
department] either on new I&E
courses or on developing modules
in the way they teach. A number
of these faculty members are or

Students, faculty, and community members explored the Rabbit Gallery’s opening earlier this month.
Photo courtesy of Natalie Fordwor

have been Coleman Foundation
Fellows.”
A number of innovative projects, begun in these economics
courses, have already benefited
many different aspects of campus life.
Professor of Economics and
John R. Kimberly Distinguished
Professor in the American
Economic System Merton Finkler
mentioned the Rabbit Gallery in
downtown Appleton as an example. The gallery currently features
art created primarily by Lawrence
student artists.
The Rabbit Gallery also houses the Khazana Bazaar, where, as
Finkler explained, “goods that represent a number of cultures are

available for discussion or sale.”
Beck mentioned other ways in
which I&E has been positively benefiting other departments. “In the
arts,” she said, “professors are
interested in theater internships,
print-making workshops and other
ventures that enable students to
connect their major to a business orientation. There are many
examples of student interest so
far, such as The Rabbit Gallery
and Baroque Music and Dance
Ensemble. [In addition], alumni are
offering more and more internships to students to help students
put their thoughts into action,
sometimes for the first time.”
“The basic idea,” said Finkler,
“is to help our students find a

way to make a living using their
skill set and vocational interests.
Rather than having a salary job,
[we want them to] have something
they are more passionate about. In
these classes they can learn some
skills that can have them survive
economically.”
This is not to say that Lawrence
will be turning away from its liberal
arts foundation. As Brandenberger
noted, though “entrepreneurship
sounds like a business term that
doesn't necessarily seem harmonious with liberal arts, […] art
students and music students will
have to go out there into the world

See Innovation on page 2

Magpie Thrift Store returns to educate and fundraise
Alyssa Villaire

For The Lawrentian
____________________________________
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The Warch Campus Center
hosted the Magpie Thrift Store
for the second time this year to
educate Lawrence students about
environmentally friendly purchasing practices and to fundraise for
local environmental organizations.
The Magpie is a relatively new
student organization that operates
a three-day long thrift store once a
term. It collects and resells gently
used clothing and other items in
order to raise money for environmental charities.
The Magpie Thrift Store began
as a Students Engaged in Global

Aid fundraising project within
Greenfire. Almost immediately, the
Magpie’s volunteers realized that
the sales were profitable enough
to warrant the Magpie’s recognition by LUCC as a student-run
organization independent from
Greenfire.
“I’d say the Magpie has been
a great success,” said sophomore
Chelsea Johnson, a member of
the Magpie’s executive board. “We
raise nearly 300 dollars every term
and we see a lot of people coming
through our store and getting our
messages.”
For Johnson, a crucial element
of the Magpie’s success relies on
students understanding its impor-

tance. “The goals [of the Magpie]
are twofold: education and fundraising,” she said. “For me, the
educational aspects of the Magpie
are really important, for our clothing industry has a lot of issues
with the environment, human
rights and psychological manipulation of people about their body
image and self-worth.”
Johnson’s concerns include
pesticide runoff from cotton
crops and digitally manipulated
photographs commonly used in
clothing advertisements. “The
Magpie is an alternative to that
system,” Johnson said, “encouraging thoughtful consumption that
doesn’t pollute, doesn’t rely on
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sweat shops, doesn’t make you
spend crazy amounts of money for
something the industry then pressures you to replace in less than
a year.”
In addition to creating an environmentally friendly market, the
Magpie’s second goal is to fundraise. This year, they are fundraising for two organizations: People’s
Water and the Northeast Wisconsin
Land Trust.
There are a couple of unique
features about this term’s Magpie
sale. “This term, we are featuring different workshop stations at
the store each day, all promoting
reuse and refurbishment of old
clothes,” said sophomore Cori Lin,

another executive board member
of the Magpie. An example of one
of these workshops was a station
with sewing machines and patches
for fixing up old clothing.
Lin encouraged students who
are interested in volunteering with
the Magpie to get involved. Said
Lin, “The Magpie is a blooming
organization and any involvement
right now can make a great impact.
We love any help, from volunteering at the sale to those interested
in executive board positions!”
“We’re always open to new
ideas,” agreed Johnson.
For more information or to get
involved with the Magpie Thrift
Store, email Hannah Plummer.
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Recent Appleton redistricting
places campus in one district
Fanny Lau

Staff Writer
____________________________________

In the District 4 aldermanic primary elections held last
Tuesday, incumbent candidates
Jeff Lutz and Joe Martin advanced
to the April 3 nonpartisan elections, while Lawrence University
Associate Professor of Physics
Megan Pickett was eliminated.
For the past 10 years, Lawrence
University had been split into
Districts 1, 2, 4, 8 and 11, dividing
student representation into five
separate districts. Last summer,
recent redistricting by city leaders
grouped Lawrence and surrounding local neighborhoods into one
district — District 4.
When Warch Campus Center
Director Greg Griffin heard of the
redistricting, he realized there
would be a need for new polling
locations and pushed for a site
near the Lawrence campus. As a
result of his efforts, Alexander
Gym became District 4’s polling

location, one of six new polling
locations in Appleton.
Griffin also collaborated with
Identification System Controller
Jodie Bonikowskie to create free
voter ID cards for students who
might not be aware of Wisconsin’s
new voter identification law. The
state mandate requires voters to
show a form of photo identification before they can vote.
“Students who did not bring
their passport here with them or
have an acceptable form of identification now have the chance
to vote with our voter IDs,” said
Griffin.
Griffin also arranged for a
shuttle to run hourly from the
front of the Warch Campus Center
to Alexander Gym. For many busy
students, this eased accessibility
to the polling station.
Sophomore Will Moser asserted, “I really wanted to go and support my candidate of choice, but
I totally would not have gone to
vote if we didn’t have that awesome shuttle.”

In the final election results
released late Tuesday night, it was
revealed that Martin came in first
with 177 votes, Lutz came in second with 165 votes and Pickett
came in last with 118 votes.
On Pickett’s campaign blog,
“Megan Pickett for Appleton
Alderperson District 4,” she
revealed that she was “of course
disappointed with the results, but
not the effort, the kindness and
help [she] received over the last
few months.” She also extended
her congratulations to Martin and
Lutz for their victory.
This year, 15 percent of
Appleton’s voters casted ballots. Voter turnout for the nonpartisan primary is traditionally
low, although this number is an
increase from last year’s voter
turnout of 14.2 percent.
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continued from page 1
like everyone else. [By taking
these classes] they can start
their own [ventures], instead
of working for someone else.”
Galambos and Finkler
both agree. “We see this as
being completely harmonious
[with the] liberal arts,” said
Galambos. “What we have been
working on is an I&E Program
that is in harmony with the
liberal arts that actually builds
on and enhances the education
that students at Lawrence get.”
Finkler
commented,
“Entrepreneurs are, in brief,
change agents,” an idea that
remains in-line with the liberal
arts agenda.
According to Beck, in
today’s world a liberal arts
education is good but not quite
enough. “The 20th century
model [of a liberal arts institution],” she said, “is about
the intellectual development
of the students, and encourages them to focus on themselves. In these four years, you
need to forget about the rest of

the world and focus on the
development of your mind
and other intellectual capacities. This is still extremely
important, but it is no longer
sufficient.”
What we need now, she
claimed, is to “add thought
into action” and ask ourselves,
“How can liberal arts students
be change makers? With all
that you’re learning, how can
you roll up your sleeves and
make the world a better place,
and how can we [as educators]
make that a part of your education?”
Beck clarified, “Lawrence
will never be a vocational school.” But that does not
mean that innovation and
entrepreneurship should be
excluded from the curriculum;
in fact, the opposite is true.
“Lawrence
graduates
should be innovators,” she
said, “and should bring their
new bold ideas into the world.
But how do you do that? How
do you do such a bold, vague
thing? If you can learn how to
do it as a student here, then
you can certainly do it once
you graduate.”

The Lawrentian
is online
and on the go!
Check out our
mobile apps.
Search “Lawrentian”
on your iPhone or
Android.
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Ask A Fifth-Year
Housing Hoopla

Jacob Horn

Columnist
____________________________________

Dear Jacob,
I know it’s a bit early to think
about, but I was wondering if you
have any advice on where to live
next year.
Signed,
Stuck in Brokaw
Well, Brokaw, I don’t know if
I’m the fifth-year you should be
asking. In the five years I’ve been
here, I’ve lived in two dorms and
one house. I don’t know if that
speaks to the quality of my choices
or my fear of change.
I highly recommend Hiett Hall
if you’re stuck with the dorms. It
doesn’t have the odor of B.O. and
weed that Ormsby sports, nor does
it have the barrage of insufferable freshman that Plantz always
seems to supply — sorry insufferable freshman of Plantz, but when
you’re a fifth-year, you’ll understand.
Hiett Hall isn’t without its
faults, though. The first time I
lived there, anarchy was a little bit
more rampant than in recent years.
Cans of Keystone Light would consistently litter the stairwells every
weekend.
One Sunday morning, I got up
early at the crack of noon and left
my room. Walking past the computer lab, I saw that the printer
station computer monitor was on
the ground with its screen cracked.
When I got to the stairs, I
looked into the lounge and saw
one of the chairs lodged in the
wall. There were a few holes in the
wall around where the chair finally
rested, giving the illusion that the
man who forced the chair into the
wall was unsatisfied with its initial

placement.
Kohler Hall gets a bad rap,
but it has to be one of Lawrence’s
greatest housing treasures. People
may not appreciate the awkwardness and cloistered habits of the
residents, but if that’s all you see
you’re missing the point.
You can go out and do whatever you want — like drink cans
of Keystone Light and toss chairs
into walls — and return to a dorm
that’s not going to have piss stains
in the hallways.
If you can make it out of dorm
living and find yourself in an oncampus house, take full advantage
of your situation. Join as many
groups and fraternities as possible to increase your chances of
getting in a house. The first BetaDelt-Sig-Ep-Phi-Tau is out there, I
can feel it.
The benefits of living in a
house are absurd if you’re looking
at it from an outsider’s perspective. You get a bathroom! You get
a kitchen! You can move the furniture around!
Last year, after a happy-hour
binge at the VR, I returned to
my house with a fellow housemate. I needed to take a leak and
sought the privacy of our bathroom. Combining the benefits of
having your own bathroom with
the ability to move furniture about,
my housemate decided to remove
the door to the bathroom so that
we could continue our conversation. I find it hard to believe that
this incident would be kosher in
any of the dorms.
Once again, if you have any
questions pertaining to your
future, e-mail me at jacob.e.horn@
lawrence.edu.

Good night
and good luck,
you guys!

The Lawrentian is hiring!
The following sections are hiring writers:
News, Features, Op-Ed,
Arts & Entertainment, and Sports

The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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The Secret Life of President Jill Beck
Tammy Tran

Features Editor
________________________________

TT: Can you tell me a bit
about where you grew up?
JB: I grew up in Whistler,
Mass., in a climate very much
like Appleton, so this weather is
definitely no shock to me.
TT: So how did you find
your way to Appleton, Wisc. and
Lawrence University?
JB: I was sitting in a dean’s
office at the University of
California in Irvine where I had
a beach house. So it was a very,
very nice California life and
then I got a phone call. And
the first sentence that was said
to me was, “I bet you never
thought of living in Wisconsin,
but there is a wonderful college there that is looking for a
President.” And I had heard of
Lawrence University, of course,
but I had never visited. So what
I decided to do was come and
visit and learn what the campus
was about.
TT: Tell me about your academic interests and history.
JB: I studied philosophy at
Clark University, then history
at McGill University and then
theatre at the City University of
New York. That all prepared me
to be was a historian of choreography.
TT: And did you know that
this would be the route you
were going to take?
JB: Absolutely not, I had no
idea. Up until when I got to college, I didn’t know what philosophy was. But I encountered a
philosophy professor who was
so passionate about his subject
and so knowledgeable that I, in
turn, became very interested
in it.

TT: What has been the
most enjoyable part of being
President of Lawrence?
JB: Well, I have a lot of
favorites. I’m very supportive of
student internships and some
of my favorite experiences have
been seeing the poster sessions
that have come out of summer
research opportunities. [I love]
hearing about the achievements
that have emerged from students who have been able to
be in an external placement or
internship opportunity.
When I see students come
in at 18 with a certain skill set
and then leave at 22 with an
incredibly further developed set
of abilities and enter as young
people and leave as much more
mature people, sometimes their
sense of the world is stronger.
Certainly their sense of what
they might try to achieve in
the world is much clearer to
them. That’s the best part of
my job — seeing those changes in the students. Sometimes
in very specific ways through
the internship opportunities, or
sometimes in more global ways
over the four years.
TT: And what has been the
least favorite part of the job?
JB: The least favorite was
managing through the recession
— that was very, very difficult.
But we did well. I don’t think
there was any undue hardship
felt on the campus through the
effects of the downturn. It was
very severe and my job was
to protect the academic and
artistic core and to make life
at Lawrence seem as vibrant
and as interesting and as intellectually rewarding as possible during an economic recession of major proportions. It’s
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my least favorite, but [it’s] still
something I can take a certain
amount of pride in.
TT: When you’re not working, what do you enjoy spending your time doing?
JB: I love to read 19th century French literature. I love
the 19th century French literature because the language is
extremely poetic — the descriptive sense of the world and people are so well developed yet
they’re extremely realistic. You
have this interplay between the
poetry and sensibility and sensitivity of the language and the
realism of the portrayals and

the their actions.
The other thing I absolutely love are the prehistoric
caves and art of South Western
France. I’m a big fan of visiting
these very, very ancient places
and coming face to face with art
that was created 35,000 years
ago, but seems as though we
can sympathize with it very
directly today.
TT: What else are you passionate about?
JB: Oh, I love cooking. On a
lighter note, I was very happy
when the students developed
the garden here because I think
enjoying where your food

comes from and being able to
cook and share great food with
other people is a very enjoyable
part of daily life.
TT: And what will you be
pursuing after Lawrence?
JB: I’m not sure yet. I think
it was very beneficial for the college to announce that I would
be stepping down very early on
so that there is no bumpy transition ahead of the college. But
it also gives me time to think.
I’m not ready to retire and do
nothing, I need to think about
what I want to do next. But I’ll
let you know when I decide.

Green initiatives continue on campus despite winter weather
Marie Jeruc

Staff Writer
____________________________________

What happens to green initiatives and clubs on campus when
the cold Wisconsin weather is
uninviting and hardly even green
itself? While some facets of environmental awareness and activism
are put on hold during the winter,
others remain in full force and
continuously benefit the earth.
According to sophomore
Chelsea Johnson, co-president
of Greenfire, “Environmentalism
doesn’t really change in the winter.
In fact, sometimes it gets harder
because we depend so much more
on energy and imported food.”
However, she thinks it is
important that everyone try to
remain as conscious about environmentalism in the winter as in
the spring and summer. Johnson
said, “We shouldn’t forget about
these issues in the winter. In fact,
we should be more aware of them.”
Johnson explains that political
activism remains very active during the winter, regardless of the
weather. Last November, Johnson
and other members of Greenfire

traveled to Washington D.C. to protest the creation of the Keystone
XL Pipeline.
On March 3, a group of
Lawrentians will be protesting
again — but this time they will stay
much closer to campus. At 11 a.m.,
protesters will join members of
the Appleton community and gather outside of 8th Congressional
District Representative Reid
Ribble’s office.
According to Ecology and
Conservation
Organization
Greenfire member junior Caitlin
Buhr, this protest aims to “call out
Ribble on allowing fossil fuel companies to influence his environmental decisions.”
ECO is a small and relatively
new club at Lawrence that was
created at the end of last year.
Currently, it serves to bring awareness to environmental concerns by
sponsoring guest speakers, working closely with Greenfire and aiming to educate members of the
Lawrence and Appleton community about biology and ecology.
ECO plans to reach out to children of Appleton March 10 at
the International Wildlife Center

of Wisconsin in the Appleton
City Center. At this event, held
from 1 to 3 p.m., volunteers from
Lawrence will be teaching about
different aspects of wildlife.
Aside from these events, both
Johnson and Buhr agree that environmental awareness and activities do not necessarily diminish in
the winter. While Buhr said, “there
is definitely less work to be done
outside” in the winter, the need to
continue environmentalism continues throughout the year.
According
to
Johnson,
“Greenfire started a food co-op
last year.” This co-op strives to
make guidelines that require mindful eating and food purchasing.
The involved members make “environmentally-friendly rules that
are strict but not limiting,” said
Johnson.
For example, the co-op does
not buy any produce from Mexico,
but only from the U.S. and Canada.
They eat fresh greens raised in
local hoop houses and rely on
canned and frozen food they preserved from last year’s fall harvests.
Johnson thinks practice is a

great way to be environmentally
responsible during winter and surprisingly satisfying experience to
eat local and seasonal food. Said
Johnson, “It’s gratifying to see that
you can eat well, get all your nutrients and eat really tasty food in
the winter.”
Aside from political activism
and events of Greenfire, there are
ways to stay committed to protecting the environment, even in the
barren depths of winter.
Recently, new recycling receptacles were placed in various locations throughout campus. The blue
bins, usually next to the wooden,
brown trash containers outside
of academic and residence hall
buildings, provide easily accessible
recycling locations.
Buhr is excited about these
new additions to campus because
she “knows that people on campus really care about recycling.”
Freshmen Caitlin Tracy and Annica
Mandeltort also see the value in
these new bins.
Tracy and Mandeltort both
agree that Lawrence students are
committed to recycling. Said Tracy,
“I think we could do a better job at

separating the recycling, but overall we’re very aware of the environment.”
Johnson also sees value in
how we usually respond to winter
weather: staying inside and spending time with others. Said Johnson,
“I think winter in general is more
of a time for reflection.”
She also explains that Greenfire
spends time preparing for upcoming events and initiatives. “It’s a
time when we get a lot of new
ideas for the spring and do a lot
of planning, such as planning for
trips and organizing ‘Earthweek.’”
Even if the outside environment seems less than green during
the winter, it is still important to
remember to treat the earth with
respect and continue to practice
environmental awareness.
If you are interested in participating in the upcoming protest,
contact Chelsea Johnson for more
information. If you are interested
in volunteering at the International
Wildlife Center of Wisconsin, contact Caitlin Buhr.
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Meet the Staff: Donna Ponschock A profile of SOUP
Checker at Bon Appétit

Elizabeth Vaughan

Staff Writer
____________________________________

We see her every day as we
wait in line to enter Andrew
Commons. She greets every student with a radiant smile, hoping
for a grin or two in return. Meet
Donna Ponschock, checker for Bon
Appétit.
She is one of many part-time
workers at Lawrence University
who helps with catering, greeting
students and fulfilling other duties
in Andrew Commons, the café and
other campus venues where Bon
Appétit serves. Ponschock has
worked at Lawrence University for
four years, and has worked both at
Downer and in the Warch Campus
Center.
Ponschock previously worked
as a waitress for banquets and
weddings at the Darboy Club. She
also has had experience with food
service in the public school system. However, she felt dissatisfied with breakfast service at the
grade school level, and when she
saw an advertisement to work at
Lawrence, she realized she preferred interaction with collegeaged students.
In addition, Ponschock prefers
that Bon Appétit cooks meals with
real ingredients from scratch, rather than with processed cafeteria
food like most school cafeterias.

A typical day for Ponschock
involves arriving in the cafeteria
15 minutes before every meal is
ready. After signing onto the register, she is fresh-faced and ready to
talk to arriving students.
After all the students depart,
Ponschock cleans the cafeteria for
about an hour. Occasionally, she
will take over other jobs, such as
shift leader. Sometimes during the
summer, Ponschock will cater for
weddings at Warch.
Said Ponschock, “I would have
never imagined having a wedding
reception in the Warch Campus
Center, but the sunsets, lighting
and view in the summer are so
beautiful here.”
“My favorite part of the job
is talking and interacting with all
the students, and finding out their
amazing talents,” she continued. “I
always have envied and admired
people who can sing. A few weeks
ago, I received a singing valentine
from senior J.J. Anshus and other
members of [Sinfonia.] It made my
week!”
Ponschock’s genuine friendliness and laid-back personality lead
to many students’ wanting to know
her more.
“Donna is always ready to welcome people and with a smile on
her face. It’s cool getting to know
her in and outside of the university,” said Anshus. “It’s important
to get to know the people who

are often taken for granted at
Lawrence. I’m really grateful about
the fact that she is here because it
is admirable that she can make her
job so effortlessly fun.”
In addition to working four
hours a day, Ponschock works full
time at Zebra technologies, running a die cutter machine that produces thermal bar code label and
receipt printers.
A native of Appleton,
Ponschock attended Xavier High
School. She has many family members who live in the area and
enjoys visiting them often. Before
her current job, Ponschock worked
as a shift leader at Presto Products,
a local company in Appleton that
produces sealable plastic bags.
Ponschock enjoys the flexible
hours and free summers that a job
at Bon Appéit provides. She takes
advantage of this free time by golfing with her friends as often as
she can.
“Over spring break, my girlfriends and I are going down to
Illinois to golf, because the weather here is too bad to golf.” She
enjoys going out to eat, and one of
her favorite restaurants in the area
is Pullman’s.
“My goal when I work is to
smile and make students smile in
return,” Ponschock said. And it
works; her smiles are contagious.

Across the Pond

Traveling during my term abroad
Zachary Jaeger

For The Lawrentian
____________________________________

One of the greatest opportunities that I’ve had during my time
abroad in London is the ability to
travel on short-term notice. Back
in Appleton, it’s an occasion if
you even make it to Milwaukee
for a concert; but while you study
abroad, weekend trips are a norm.
The close proximity of an
abundance of cultural centers is
astounding, and you can’t help but
want to see everything. This desire
to get out of your comfort zone
and experience new things is an
attitude which pervades everyday
life in London, and the accessibility of Europe makes for the perfect way to fulfill an adventurous
spirit.
Travel was a little nerve-wracking at first, but I’ve become more
and more accustomed to catching
a train or bus to be transported
into a completely different world.
In time, the inability to read common street signs changes from
stressful to, oddly, exciting.

After a while, you just say to
yourself, “You know, I have no idea
where I am right now or where I’m
trying to get to. But I’ll eventually figure it out and until then I’ll
simply enjoy being lost in a new
and beautiful place.” It’s surprising
how much you miss when you’re
busy paying attention to directions
and focusing on your end destination!
I would say my favorite trip
so far this term was a three-day
tour of Scotland. The beauty of the
Scottish Highlands is breathtaking to say the least; the jaw-dropping landscape is a sight that can
only be fully appreciated while surrounded by the rolling hills, mountains and waterfalls that make up
nearly all of the area. The fiery
Scottish pride that locals have for
their country only enhances the
natural beauty. A night in the pubs
with a group of Scots will do good
for anyone’s spirits.
An interesting aspect of my life
in London is how I have come to
feel so at home in a place that I’ve
only been a resident of for seven
weeks. I have begun to adopt the

very culture that I am surrounded with on a daily basis — can’t
get enough tea and biscuits! As a
person coming from a hometown
of about 100,000, this is especially exciting. London is huge,
make no doubt about it. Yet, in
the Royal Borough of Kensington,
I have found my own little town
that I have come to love as if I were
raised here.
But regardless of where you go
or what you do, you will undoubtedly come across things of great
beauty and significance which you
never would have been able to
see otherwise. Having a place to
return to that’s not to far away is
also very valuable, and you start
to feel that coming back to the flat
in London is returning home to a
place you can relax and go about
things as usual. During this term
abroad, I have fully come to understand that home is where you hang
your hat.

Grace Berchem

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Even if you’ve never heard of
SOUP, the Student Organization for
University Programming, you’ve
probably been to at least one
SOUP-sponsored event on campus.
SOUP is a student-run organization
in charge of student programming
at Lawrence. They host a variety of
events including movies, comedians, artists and performers.
This year, SOUP has moved its
comedy series into the café, which
has been extremely well-received
so far. SOUP hosts a comedian a
few times each term. For these
occasions, the café is turned into
a comedy club, complete with food
delivery service.
J.R. Vanko, SOUP co-chair,
spoke to the success of the
revamped comedy series. “The
first time we did it, we packed the
café. It really draws people in and
brings students together in a new
way.”
They already have another
comedian lined up for next term
and hope to schedule a second one
soon. And that’s not all they have
under way for next term.
Their coffee shop series has
continued to be a success, so they
plan on continuing that next term.
The coffee shop series takes place
in the café on Tuesday nights, and
features student musicians and
singers. Currently, they have quite
a few slots filled, but are hoping
to fill every Tuesday night slot
next term.
Weather permitting, the coffee
shop series may also be held outside. Also, they will definitely be
hosting Grocery Bag Bingo again
next term, which has been an overwhelming success.
Vanko added, “We also collaborate with other organizations
on campus and help them with
funding in order to provide more
opportunities for students.”
For example, SOUP worked in
collaboration with the Office of
Multicultural Affairs in order to
put on the Mardi Gras celebration.
They will also be co-sponsoring
Fatbook for Greenfire’s Earth Day
festivities.
SOUP traditionally also contributes to LUaroo by acting as a
co-sponsor for various student artists. In doing so, their goal is to
encourage and support the continued growth of the student music
scene on campus.
Freshman member Najja Gay
added, “SOUP’s purpose is to bring

awesome entertainment! We just
try to put smiles on students’
faces.”
When asked what he’s gained
from his involvement, Vanko said,
“As a member of SOUP, I have
gained the ability to work as part
of a team, be innovative and I have
learned a lot about how to handle
professional relationships. When
we have guests come to campus,
we have to understand how to be
professional while working with
them. Communication skills are
huge. And then event planning and
coordination is also a huge part of
SOUP.”
He added, “We try to empower
our members to take leadership
events in order to help them grow
and take a little more ownership in
SOUP and what we do. We actively
try to put them in roles that put
them in charge of events.”
And then of course, there’s
SOUP’s biggest event of the year,
appropriately called Big Event.
April 6, SOUP will bring Gym Class
Heroes to campus. The concert
will be held on the second floor
of the Warch Campus Center. The
venue will be complete with jumbo
screens and professional sound
and lighting. Tickets will be sold
for $5 each.
“This year’s SOUP has really
tried to amp up programming to
cater to students’ interest. We’re
stepping up our game with Big
Event this year to make it something really special for students.
While we can’t cater to everyone’s
needs and interests, we’re really trying. We really want to get
the Lawrence community excited,”
said Vanko.
He added, “SOUP solicited
twelve different artists before we
decided on Gym Class Heroes. It
was a collaborative decision based
on the opinions of those in SOUP
as well as those of the larger student body.”
With events like Gym Class
Heroes right around the corner,
SOUP is definitely busy and welcomes new members at any time.
SOUP is an organization run by
students for the pure benefit of
the students, so take advantage
of the opportunity to contribute
to the Lawrence community in a
big way.
SOUP meets every Tuesday at
7 p.m. in the Arthur Vining Davis
conference room. Anyone interested in joining is welcome to attend.

Photo provided
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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Finding Neverland
during ninth week
Kaye Herranen

You might not have noticed, but over the past year The Lawrentian has grown progressively younger. Despite the learning curve that comes with such a development, our staff has really
stepped up to the challenge. This change has given the paper a distinct energy, and I’m extremely
proud of the work this staff has done to update the newspaper’s appearance, content, and presence, both on and off campus.
Over the past year, The Lawrentian has officially plunged into the social media world — you
can now find us on Facebook, Twitter and even on mobile phone apps. Rather than stifling our
print edition, these new mediums have afforded us even more ways to connect with the extended
Lawrence community and to spread the big stories from the last three terms.
Our expansion into social media allows even more Lawrentians to connect with each other
and with campus in general. From President Beck’s retirement to crosswalk safety; from the first
Student Initiatives in Sustainable Agriculture conference to the men’s cross country team’s conference win last fall, our coverage has sparked dialogue and debate both on and off-campus. We’ve
truly enjoyed and appreciated every comment, email and letter to the editor, whether positive or
negative.
To continue to function as a newspaper, we rely on this feedback, just as Lawrence relies on
alumni engagement to grow as a university. We’ve witnessed and reported the positive effects
of this engagement on campus, from alumni returning for the recent SEAMUS Conference to the
expansion of the Lawrence Scholars program.
Though we’re about to transition to a new, younger editorial board, The Lawrentian will continue to serve as an open text for campus, a space for connection in an increasingly disconnected
world. Personally, I look forward to reading about the fantastic performances, weird art projects,
and larger campus issues discussed in the 12 pages of our paper after I leave Appleton.
Finally, congratulations to the new staff; I have full confidence in your ability to expand and
transform the newspaper, our newspaper
- Tom Pilcher

Paralyzed by a Google of choices
Alan Duff

Staff Writer
____________________________________

PHOTO
POLL

Let’s consider some scary data.
Search “Barack Obama” on Google,
and the site will come up with
about 895 million results in a quarter of a second. “Lady Gaga” will
give 266 million results.
“Lawrence University” gives
only 15 million results, and if you
search my name you end up with a
measly 18 million results. At least
I’m beating Lawrence.
What’s scarier is that there are
currently 48 hours of video uploaded every minute to YouTube, which
creates about eight more years of
footage every day added to the
site. There is more video footage
available on YouTube than a person can watch in their lifetime.
According to the World Bank,
there are almost seven billion people on the planet, and in the time
it has taken you to read to this,
three babies were born in the United
States.
These facts terrify me. Sure,
there’s a lot of data flying around
and the choices it presents us with
are amazing. The knowledge a person can acquire is almost infinite
now thanks to the Internet, which
a few centuries wouldn’t have been
imaginable. It should be a good

thing, right?
Access for Americans is no
longer the issue when it comes getting a hold of the information they
need. Whatever a person wants to
know, they can probably find out
directly or find someone who can
tell them, thanks to the extensive
World Wide Web we’ve created.
The problem is the search process has now become akin to finding a digital needle in a data mountain.
We’d like to imagine in the
United States that the more choices the better, when in fact too
many choices can paralyze us.
Take, for example, a restaurant
menu. If there is only one choice
then there is no variance.
But what if the restaurant
menu has 100 different entreés?
Does that really help the customer’s ability to make a good choice,
or does it simply distract and slow
them down from choosing what to
eat for lunch?
Nearly infinite knowledge
equals nearly infinite choices, and
when we have a limited amount
of time, it means there are more
choices than we can make in one
lifetime. Prioritizing becomes
necessary, and learning how to
remove choices and prioritize
options should be part of our education system.

More information seems freeing, but it often bogs us down and
wastes our time. If you’re anything
like the average college student,
this will make sense.
The internet is a wonderful source of information, but it
can also steal time as quickly as
“Jersey Shore” steals away my faith
in humanity. There is always new
information available, but a person
could go their whole life reading
news updates ad nausuem — never
making progress on anything.
Trying to decide what to do
with your life can be just as daunting of a choice, and it’s supposed to
be in part what college is all about
— learning to make informed decisions for what career you may like
to pursue or what subject you love.
I wish public schools would
put us on this track sooner. They
should lay out the choices more
clearly, so we wouldn’t have to
worry ourselves to death over what
would become of our future.
I’m not saying we should narrow our options down to one or
two careers. Choices are great, but
too much of anything is always
harmful. Besides, I see no reason
why we can’t be taught to narrow our choices based on quality,
instead of rolling the dice.

Photo poll by
Emma Moss

What is
your favorite spring
break
memory?
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Last week I had my very own
mini-panic attack while watching
the music video to “Bronte” by
Goyte — seriously, try watching it
without crying, it’s about a dead
dog. The song has always haunted me, but the video put me into
a downward spiral of depression
and nostalgia.
First of all, I realized how
intensely I miss my hometown —
a beautiful unincorporated town
with nothing more noteworthy
than two lakes and several sod
farms. My emotional state only
worsened once I realized it has
been almost three years since I
moved out of my childhood home,
and I haven’t been back since.
Almost everything I own is
new, or new-ish. I moved out in
a rush. I thought traveling light
would be refreshing, so I filled up
my car — not even bothering to
use boxes, and drove away. Most of
my current possessions have been
acquired since my senior year of
high school.
I searched my dorm room in
vain to find something — anything — that came from my house
in Wind Lake. All I found was my
luggage, and one of my Dad’s old
sweaters.
My cups, furniture, iPod, alarm
clock, laptop, jacket, boots, bed,
bank account, dentist, primary
care physician — all are less than
three years old to me.
I realized that everything I held
near and dear to me as a child is
gone. My first dog, our house, my
reading chair, my bed, my woods
— our backyard was 10 acres of
woods, our front yard was the lake.
Since graduating high school,
I haven’t lived anywhere longer
than a year. Even when I’m not at
Lawrence, I live in a house that’s
completely foreign to me, that’s
filled with someone else’s history.
I couldn’t even retreat from my
sadness to my bed, because I realized even my sheets, comforter
and pillow are but two years old.
I left so much of myself back in
Wind Lake, and I didn’t even think
I would miss it.
While in this state of panic
all I could think was, “Who have
I become? How far have I strayed
from the eight-year-old-Kaye who
spent most of her time exploring the woods with her dog/best
friend Luke?”
My life has become filled with
so many things I would have hated
as a child. I work myself into

exhaustion every academic term
and seem to have lost my oncecarefree attitude. I spend my days
and nights thinking about graduate school, jobs, internships and
the future. I sit all day staring at
either a professor or a computer
screen.
Childhood Kaye loved to read,
but more importantly, she loved to
play. Now, I play Ultimate Frisbee,
but only in scheduled blocks of
time.
I purposefully didn’t linger
when I left Wind Lake. I thought if
I paused to reflect, it would be too
painful. I drove away and didn’t
look back. That is, of course, one
of my most regretted decisions.
However, now that I’ve had
some time to reflect post-minibreakdown, I realized that I haven’t
lost as much as I thought. I’m still
in choir, and that’s been a constant
part of my life since I was in kindergarten. I still have the same stupid sense of humor that only my
dad seems to understand. And I
still geek out about all things Harry
Potter, even if I’m just less public
about it now.
If someone were to call me
“Flapjack” I would still reflexively
answer — my wonderful brother
ingrained that nickname too far
into my psyche for that to change
now.
Lawrence is my new home —
and it’s different, and it’s temporary, but that’s ok. Lawrence has
a unique community feel because
of its size, and I really appreciate
that. In time, I will miss Lawrence
just as much as I do Wind Lake.
While I might not be as spontaneous as I used to, I did have a
wonderful late night impromptu
frisbee game in this unseasonably
warm weather. I got to play outside while at Björklunden, to have
a snowball fight and get lost in the
woods.
I think it’s important to have
those moments of pure release
during the week — especially during ninth and tenth week.
Here, I can sometimes get
swept up in the new, the exciting,
the revolutionary, and forget the
comforts of familiar things, people and places. I’ve been looking
so much at programs and career
options that would take me further
from home — and that’s great, but
sometimes I think it’s ok to hold
onto your childhood as much as
you can.
So really, I encourage you to
play outside, get mud on your
favorite jeans, take a break from

See Neverland on page 7

“Nighttime adventures
with Kenn Goh.”
-Pablo Galvan

“ARKHAM ASYLUM!”
-Addie Goldberg

“Going to Chicago and
ending up in a gay
dance club.”
-Alfredo Duque
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War on drugs: Coming

Letter to the Editor

to a high school near you
Daniel Perret-Goluboff

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Entrapment isn’t dead in this
country, though it seems to have
acquired a new target demographic for law enforcement officials in
the past few years. By legal definition, entrapment is baiting someone into committing a crime so
that individual can have charges
brought against him or her.
One would think that our
nation’s legal system has progressed enough to avoid such techniques, or at least to solely use
them for large or violent crimes.
This, however, is not the case.
In fact, Florida law enforcement used exactly this technique
numerous times in the past year in
an attempt to convict high school
students of crimes as minimal as
possession of marijuana.
Enter Justin, an 18-year-old
honor student at a Florida high
school when he became involved
in this mess. Justin was a senior
in his high school when he became
smitten with the new girl in one his
classes. Self-described as a “quieter” young man, Justin was ecstatic
when the girl approached him at
school, and they gradually became
friends.
Justin and his new female
friend spent weeks getting to know
each other in school, through
Facebook and other social mediums. They would exchange text
messages constantly, and Justin
quickly found himself falling for
his new friend.
Given the happiness he felt at
all of this, it is no surprise that —
despite the fact that he himself did
not use marijuana — he agreed to
her request several weeks later to
try and find her some weed.
Given that Justin was a bit
more socially reserved, it took
him several weeks to finally locate
some pot for her.

Dear police, tracking the kid
who needs several weeks to find
a small amount of weed is a poor
method for the “war” on drugs.
When he finally located the
said marijuana, his female friend
attempted to pay him $25 for it.
Justin refused, insisting that it was
‘a gift’ for her. Not long after, his
female friend — who turned out to
be an undercover police officer —
left the school.
The police swept the school
and arrested 31 students for possession and distribution of marijuana to undercover officers,
including Justin, who now has a
felony charge hanging over his
head.
This story is not unique in its
ridiculous nature. In addition to
the 31 students arrested in Florida,
a quick Google search led me to
the story of Mitchell Lawrence.
Mitchell, also 18 at the time of his
arrest several years ago, spent 2
years in prison for selling 1 joint to
an undercover who had befriended
him and his group of peers.
Why such a severe sentence,
you might ask? Because the cop
intentionally had Mitchell meet
him within one thousand feet of a
public school to make the transaction, it was a felony.
What can we take from all
this? Primarily, that entrapment is
still alive and well in this country.
These officers should be stripped
of their jobs and sent to prison for
police misconduct.
These backwards cops have
essentially ruined these young
people’s chances at finding meaningful employment in life; what
kind of background check can you
pass with a distribution charge on
your record?
We need to ask ourselves as a
nation whether or not small, nonviolent drug charges are worth
the damage that these officers are
causing to America’s youth.

Neverland

continued from page 6

your homework — do something that you love, something
fun and silly.
All of the “adult” superserious things we do here don’t
mean anything if we can’t enjoy

ourselves while working on
them. And for me, that means
I’ve got to embrace my inner
child a bit more, to realize its
ok to miss home, to cling to
things from my past — those
things are healthy.

Last week, The Lawrentian ran an editorial titled “Reorganizing LUCC Districts.” In that
piece, you discussed the realignment of student organizations into coherent groupings to facilitate more effective representation. It was also suggested that students do not engage at the residence level as much as they do within organizations and causes. The editorial contended that
“ideas have begun circulating around campus” on ways to reform the system, and asserted that
Nick Paulson and I should consider it as we transition into office.
The fact that these ideas have been circulating around campus does not come to a surprise
to us, as the details of a potential restructuring were discussed well before our respective campaigns got underway. Aside from being mentioned in more specific terms during the Presidential
Forum in the Café, the concept made an appearance in the Feb. 3 edition of The Lawrentain. As
Andrew Kim said in his introductory article of Nick and I, “Paulson has already brainstormed
with Woodford about LUCC and corroborates Woodford’s emphasis on reorganization of the representative structure.”
We appreciate that The Lawrentian is supportive of the core principles of our ideas — which
were outlined in last week’s editorial — regarding the representative structure. While there will
certainly be significant challenges in bringing such changes to fruition, we look forward to the
process of gathering community input in an attempt to craft considerate and sound legislation,
and we hope to utilize The Lawrentian as a primary medium for discourse in this and all other
LUCC matters.
Sincerely,
Jake Woodford
LUCC President-elect

Viking Delivery

Making gluttony accessible to all
Bob Trettin

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Lawrentians, I could not pass
up this opportunity to write about
the extraordinary food-related
business that has only just recently opened at our school. I can only
describe this new development in
Lawrence University’s illustrious
history as a miracle. The wonderful service which I speak of is
Viking Delivery.
Last weekend I was craving
some fast food, but had no means
by which to obtain any, until I happened across a flier which brought
me great joy. This flier introduced
me to a delivery service that would
travel to local area restaurants,
order the food that I desired and
deliver it to me.
I immediately snagged one of
the tabs and dialed the number. I
proceeded to excitedly place my
order, and then simply had to wait
for the food to arrive so that I
could pay my heroic delivery person.
That glorious moment of
receiving an inordinate amount of

“Cross-country trip on a
train. Eh.”
-Don Yarbrough

“I went to Cozumel,
Mexico, and saw the
ocean for the first time.”
-Kelsey Steffens
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“When I visited my
roommate, Sarah Laven,
in Seattle, Washington.”
-Camilla Grove

unhealthy food, without the shame
and effort of having to order it
myself, is one that I will never
forget.
I must say that Viking Delivery
is everything that is wrong and
awesome about our society. By
combining laziness with gluttony,
this service achieves temporary
bliss on behalf of its customers,
followed by immediate depression and total reevaluation of their
lives.
This, of course, leaves me wondering: Why didn’t someone think
of this before? This service is perfect for when there is some big
event on TV and you don’t want
to leave your dorm, or if you had
a bad day and just want to eat
your feelings without that annoying hassle of getting out of bed.
The genius is in the convenience. Viking Delivery eliminates
perhaps the only factor that might
make you reconsider buying fast
food: the drive there. On that drive,
certain thoughts have time to infiltrate your mind and dissuade you.
“I should really watch my figure.” “It’s not worth spending the
money.” “I hate myself.”

The beauty of Viking Delivery
is that it allows for impulsiveness.
It only takes a moment to decide
that you want some fast food, all
you have to do is call, and those
deterring thoughts will only occur
to you after you’ve already made
the call. As you can see, this is
quite the crafty business plan.
It is true that, despite my
full stomach, I felt an emptiness
inside after finishing the first meal
that was brought to me by Viking
Delivery. Does this mean I will not
continue to take advantage of its
services? Hell no.
I will most likely call them up
each time they are available. Why?
Because it’s easy, it’s enticing, it’s
new and it provides many options.
In fact, I could go for some
Taco Bell right now, with a side
of McDonald’s — and for dessert,
Chipotle.
For more information on
Viking Delivery, look for the fliers
around campus. You can also Like
them on Facebook, or follow them
on Twitter for the latest updates
concerning their services, availability and new developments.

“Biking to the
aerospace museum in
Oshkosh.”
-Kevin Specht

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions piece
except for the staff editorial, which represents a
majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using
the parameters outlined in
the masthead.
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A&E Goes Abroad

Calendar

Portuguese jazz violinist Carlos Zingaro's
quest for musical freedom

Arts

•March

2-4, Stansbury
Theatre — The Fairy Queen
by Henry Purcell
Showing at 8 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday and
at 3 p.m. on Sunday, this
baroque semi-opera was
originally adapted from sections of Shakespeare's “A
Midsummer Night's Dream.”
Lawrence's production features an updated libretto by
Timothy Troy that features
Shakespeare's original text
and shifts the action to a
hippie commune outside of
Athens, Ga.

•March 4, 1 p.m., Harper

Hall — Improvisation Group
of Lawrence University
IGLU will improvise music
to two silent films, Buster
Keaton's “The High Sign”
and Charles Bowers' “There
It Is.” Both are slapstick
comedies and the latter
includes early stop motion
animation, providing ample
material for musical development.

•March 4, 8 p.m.,

Memorial Chapel —
Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra

•March 5, 8 p.m., Harper
Hall — Hybrid Ensemble

•March 7, 9 p.m., Julie

Esch Studio — Howler w/
Poliça
Raucous
Minneapolisbased garage rock band
Howler makes their way to
Appleton as a part of their
first American tour. Fellow
Minneapolis natives, Poliça,
which was founded by members of Gayngs, open the
show, which is sponsored by
the BBC and completely free
of charge.

•March 8, 8 p.m., Memorial

Chapel — Lawrence Wind
Ensemble and Symphonic
Band

• March

9, 8 p.m.,
Stansbury Theatre —
Lawrence University Jazz
Ensemble

•March 10, 3 p.m., Cloak

Theatre — Senior Project
One-Act Plays

•March

10, 8 p.m.,
Memorial Chapel — Artist
Series: So Percussion
Founded at the Yale School
of Music, So Percussion has
been creating a wide variety of highly-acclaimed percussion-based music. From
original compositions and
improvisations to collaborations with a number of
today's major composer's,
their output is diverse, communicative and forwardthinking.

Sam Lewin

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Portuguese violinist Carlos
Zingaro epitomizes experimentation and open-mindedness. As a
prolific performer, composer, and
improviser, he aims to surprise
audiences — and even himself —
with his music.
Zingaro won a Fullbright in
1979 to study at the Creative
Music Studio and composed and
performed with Anthony Braxton,
Roscoe Mitchell, George Lewis and
others. His career blossomed afterwards, as he has recorded and performed internationally.
However, Zingaro’s musical
upbringing was largely shaped
by the constraints imposed by
Portugal’s dictatorship, in power
from 1932 until 1974. Playing
music under the confines of the dictatorship was frustrating; Zingaro
was turned off by “blocked and
closed” teaching, which focused
on Portuguese nationalism. He
jokingly laments that Bela Bartok
was considered extreme and that
schools excluded contemporary
classical music from curriculums.
The regime was also suspicious of jazz, as the music’s black

origins implicitly questioned the
established racial justifications for
African colonialism. Jazz wasn’t
popular, and Zingaro had to rely
on friends to bring records into
the country. He also sought refuge at the American Library, where
he would read about and listen to
jazz.
Although Zingaro’s passion for
the avant-garde may seem at odds
with Portugal’s “squared mentality,” the closed society actually
sparked his interest in improvisation. “It was freedom!,“ Zingaro
laughingly remembered when I
interviewed him on a research trip
to Portugal. “It was such a closed
system, so we were looking desperately for something different,
something new.”
He began playing with different
bands, combining free-form song
structures with more familiar melodies. But according to Zingaro,
“There were no venues, there were
no clubs — there were not that
many chances to play anywhere.”
Furthermore, the police would
occasionally crack down on his
rehearsals. “We were looking suspicious, we had long hair and
beards.” While he was never arrested, Zingaro claims that this kind of

intimidation helped create a pervasive culture of self-censorship. He
explained: “Censorship was inside
everybody. Sometimes you didn’t
even need police around.”
The government further inhibited Zingaro’s musical endeavors
when it drafted him into the army
in 1969. He served in Angola for
two and a half years, forced to fight
for a regime he despised, in a war
he didn’t believe in. Since faulty
vision prevented him from serving
in the air force, Zingaro became
“one of the guys in front, giving the
coordinates for the guns to fire,” a
precarious task typically fulfilled
by airplanes.
While Zingaro refused to bring
a violin to Angola, he did bring a
piccolo — which he never succeeded in learning — and also bought
an electric guitar. Whenever he had
free time, he’d “listen to music, try
to make sounds with the piccolo or
guitar, play with African bands in
small villages and do some recording with a tape recorder.”
Serving in the army represented a significant step towards
Zingaro’s “political and social consciousness,” and as a result, the
music he made after his discharge
was even more experimental.

Zingaro frequently gigged with his
band Plexus, the first Portuguese
free-jazz group, with musicians
who eschewed conventionality —
some had never received formal
instruction.
Zingaro mocked how the revolution drastically changed the audience’s perception of Plexus: “From
one day to the next, some of the
same people that before were saying ‘this is terrible, this is horrible,
where’s the melody, where’s the
song,’” later viewed the music as
“revolutionary.”
By contrast, Zingaro’s personal attitudes towards music have
remained remarkably consistent.
He has always viewed art and politics as inseparable, though he has
never been one to intentionally
include political messages in his
music. He is also refreshingly openminded: “I always wanted — and I
still want — to be surprised,” he
explained. “I like accidents.”
If you’re interested in checking out some of Zingaro’s fantastically surprising music, you can
buy his records online or visit his
Myspace page at myspace.com/carloszingaro. The Myspace also features a number of Zingaro’s awesome comics.

Lawrence choirs offer up an energizing
evening of fine choral singing
Paul Smirl

Staff Writer
____________________________________

On Friday, Feb. 24, the
Lawrence University choirs graced
the Memorial Chapel stage with
a three-part concert under the
direction of Co-Directors of Choral
Studies Associate Professor of
Music Philip A. Swan and Assistant
Professor of Music Stephen M.
Sieck. An uplifting affair, the performance was colored by Cantala,
Viking Chorale and Concert Choir’s
unique ensemble styles as the concert traversed a realm of rhythmically dense, emotionally transformative and at times downright
funky music.
The night began with Cantala
bursting out of the gates with
Libby Larsen’s “The Womanly Song
of God.” An exercise in rhythmic
precision, Larson’s piece married
language-less chanting with sweeping melodies to create a lively
tableau of joy. Originally commissioned by the San Francisco Girls
Chorus, the piece was written to
“celebrate the boundaries of young
women’s voices” and was a definite highlight of Cantala’s performance.
With celebration on the mind,
Cantala welcomed one of its own
back to the stage, as Paris Brown
‘08 assisted the ensemble on the
world premeire Sydney Guillaume’s
“Chapo pou famm” (Hats off to
women) as a soprano soloist. With
Louis Marie Celestin’s text render-

ing lines such as “We will fight
until the end/ To spread around
justice, To bring a change to all
countries,” Cantala’s performance
continued to embrace women’s triumphs as Brown’s fruitful pipes
accentuated such an ideal.
Next on the stage was Viking
Chorale who opened with the holy
incantations of Anton Bruckner’s
“Locus Iste.” Known for his
“Cathedrals of Sound,” Bruckner’s
piece proved to be a rich, full-bod-

ied dedication to houses of God, as
Viking Chorale’s powerfully large
ensemble marked a dynamic shift
in the program.
Paring things down for a
bit, Viking Chorale’s Schola
Cantorum additionally performed
Jules Massenet’s “En fermant les
yeux” from his opera “Manon.”
Comprised mainly of baritones,
the Schola performed Massenet’s
aria, which was written for a tenor,
a few steps lower than the origi-

nal. Singing in unison, the piece's
static intensity highlighted some
of the many excellent voices within
Lawrence's largest choir.
To conclude, Viking Chorale
strutted their vocal stuff on
the soulful “Walk in Jerusalem”
arranged by
Paul
Rardin.
Anchored by the rhythm section
of sophomores Joram and Kelson
Zbichorski and soloist Christian

See Choirs on page 9

Photo by Emma Moss
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Cameron Carrus

Staff Writer
________________________________

Musicians, directors, dancers
and painters are all artists, but
they all have a specialty. As a
musician, I don’t even know how
to hold a paint brush, and plenty
of painters wouldn’t know how
to play a musical instrument.
Mark Hirsch is one of a select
few artists who can transcend
the artistic fields. His Honors
Project blends music, film and
dance to create a modern multimedia ballet.
Hirsch, a five-year guitar performance major, class of ’12,
started composing at an early
age, and advanced his composition skills at Lawrence by taking
advantage of what the composition department has to offer.
He developed an interest in
film during his time at Lawrence
and was also a dancer back
in the day. As such, Hirsch’s
Honors Project is really a way to
bring all of his accumulated art
interests together into one cohesive project.
The ballet is influenced by
a story written by Jorge Luis
Borges, titled “The Secret
Miracle.” The idea of stopping
time is one of the main aspects
of the story that influenced
Hirsch in his project. The ballet
focuses on a couple who meet
and fall in love in prison. Time

stops so that they can fulfill
their desires in their own minds
before they are both sentenced
to death.
After Hirsch settled on the
story of the ballet, his first task
was to write the music, which
he began last summer. Once the
school year commenced, the
dance aspect came into play.
With direction from Visiting
Professor in Dance Rebecca
Salzer, Hirsch collaborated on
the choreography with dancers
Madeline Bunke and Adriane
Melchert.
Hirsch says that this project
has been a “cool opportunity to
work with [Salzer]” in his last
year here. Hirsch is just now
putting the finishing touches on
the film.
Hirsch’s composition has
been highly influenced by avantgarde composers such as John
Cage, Morton Feldman and John
Luther Adams. The music takes
on neo-tonal and modal qualities
at times and is sometimes free
of certain traditional parameters
such as meter.
Despite his unconventional
methods, Hirsch was conscious
of the fact that “music was not
the sole focus [of the project.]
It had to help communicate the
drama, so it needed to be effective instead of just pushing the
boundaries.”
Due to his self-awareness,

Photo by Fanny Lau

he was able to find a happy
medium.
“Perception of time is the
common denominator of all of
the music that I write,” said
Hirsch. He reflected on how
fascinating it was to watch his
piece come to life when it was
played by live musicians, as they
“added a human element” to
and interpreted the “meditative
aspect” of the piece.
Hirsch just recently held the
first rehearsal where he brought

the two dancers and ten musicians together. As nerve-wracking as Hirsch said it was to conduct the musicians and make
sure they were syncing with the
dancers, he said that the union
of the two naturally solved a few
problems that each group was
having on their own.
“The presence of the dancers gave a sense of drama to the
music, which was lacking. The
music, in return, gave the dancers a human quality, which they

had been lacking,” said Hirsch.
Overall, Hirsch is pleased with
how all of his hard work is coming together, and he is eager for
it to premiere.
Be sure to check out Hirsch’s
ballet, “Rebekah and Aliya,”
from March 9 to 11 at 6:30 p.m.
in the Esch Studio of the Warch
Campus Center.

Murakami's “The Wind Up Bird Chronicle”
An enjoyably bizarre descent into madness

Natalie Schermer

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Do you read a lot of fiction?
Fantasy, perhaps? Are you a closet
mystery addict? Do you just really
like anything with a good story,
original ideas and an unpredictable plot?
Chances are, then, you’ll probably enjoy Haruki Murakami’s “The
Wind-Up Bird Chronicle,” which
has all of these things and more.
No guarantees, though — I can’t
promise you won’t find Murakami
just too darn weird.
“The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle”
starts off pretty normally: Toru
Okada, an unemployed 30-something, is making spaghetti at home
while his wife Kumiko is at work.
Toru is normal, unexcitable,
content with boredom — his very
being embodies calm. Toru’s day
consists of a few errands: grocery
shopping, picking up the dry cleaning and whatever else he can find
to do.
But the descent into madness
begins quickly. In the midst of
his spaghetti-making, the phone
rings. Toru answers it, assuming
it’s Kumiko. To his surprise, it’s a

mysterious woman, who kicks off
a train of strange and nonsensical events that never really make
sense.
The phone call leads to a meeting with a woman called Malta
Kano, whose confusing and disturbing predictions don’t do much
but leave Toru nonplussed.
Things get a bit more sinister when, one day, Kumiko just
doesn’t come home. No call, nothing taken or packed — she just
disappears. And so begins Toru’s
quest to find his wife, not to mention his cat.
Along the way he meets a
teenager named May Kashara who
works at a wig factory, discovers
more about Malta Kano and her sister Creta and learns some disturbing things about Kumiko’s brother,
the famous television personality
Noboru Wataya.
As the novel progresses, reality
recedes. Much of the action takes
place in dreams, and it’s always
uncertain whether something is
actually happening at any given
time — Murakami himself doesn’t
even seem to know.
At one point, Toru — desperate
for solitude — climbs to the bottom

of a well, pushes his way through
the wall and finds himself in a
sort of hotel-dream world where
he is seduced by — yet another —
mysterious woman. That encounter
leaves him with a black mark on his
cheek, which grants him strange
healing powers.
Toru eventually reestablishes
contact with Kumiko, but the novel
remains largely unresolved. The
beauty of it, however, lies in how
Murakami has presents these disparate stories — I’ve only scratched
the surface here — in one big,

Choirs

continued from page 9
Clark, the piece’s hymn grooves
allowed the ensemble to belt out
and gain some serious applause
from the packed chapel crowd.
Continuing the rejoice was
Lawrence’s dynamic Concert
Choir, whose flood of vocal
power wowed concertgoers until
close. Beginning with famed composer Eric Whitacre’s “Leonardo
Dreams of His Flying Machine,”
Concert Choir immediately flour-

sprawling novel — and gotten away
with it.
Readers accept his weird,
whimsical, only semi-related tales
without question — or at least not
much. He’s broken all the rules and
succeeded marvelously.
Part of it is his writing. Even
though “Wind-Up Bird” can at
times be challenging in its lack of
cohesion, each plot point is fascinating enough on its own that it
doesn’t matter if you’re not quite
sure how the page you’re reading
relates to the one you read before.
ished amidst Whitacre’s dark
realm, as visions of Leonardo
da Vinci were expelled from the
Choir’s array of soloists and percussive flairs.
Another highlight from
Concert Choir’s performance was
senior Alex Johnson’s “Amore
Aeger,” a selection that coupled
the choir — which Johnson is
a part of — with a string quartet. With a burgeoning, hallowing presence, Concert Choir
did Johnson proud, displaying
a tastefully blended palette of
vocal and string swells, topped

Murakami covers a wide variety
of subjects, serious and fanciful,
from Japan’s ruthlessness in WWII
to red vinyl hats. And part of it is
the wonderful, whimsical journey
that Murakami’s novel promises.
If you’re willing to accept the
flaws, enjoy the bizarre, and just
tag along for the ride, wherever
it takes you, “The Wind-Up Bird
Chronicle” will prove to be a fantastic read.

off by soloists Katy Harth and
Tyler Kundinger.
Concert Choir finished the
night off with the last hallelujah of Adolphus Hailstork’s
“The Lord is My Shepherd.” A
boisterous selection channeling
religious cries, Lawrence’s prime
vocal ensemble finished out the
energizing night of choral singing on a high note with soloist Gabriella Guilfoil leading the
way.
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Individual performances assist track at MWC Championships
Alex York

Staff Writer
____________________________________

In what can be seen as an
apt ending to a very successful
indoor track season, the Vikings
of Lawrence University returned
Saturday night from the Midwest
Athletic Conference Championship
feeling satisfied with their performance, but also wanting more.
Boasting both a handful of stellar
individual performances and a fantastic relay time, the Vikings represented their school well.
Claiming Lawrence’s only conference title with a personal record
time of 15:21.93, junior standout
Sam Stevens had an impressive finish in the 5,000 m, edging out the
runner-up by a mere second and a
half. Stevens described the race as
“more difficult than [he] expected,”
but noted that his “close win was
very rewarding.”
Stevens continued to reward
the team with his performances as
the anchor in the Distance Medley
Relay and in the 3,000 m run. After
two impressive runs, Stevens lost a
little steam going into the 3,000 m
and finished third overall with his
time of 8:53. Despite this, Stevens
contributed to 24 of the team’s 37
points and left with three new AllConference awards, bringing his
career total to five.
The distance medley relay,
made up of senior Cam Blegen,
sophomore Dan Thoresen, freshman Pat Mangan and Stevens
cruised to a second place finish on
Saturday. This is an improvement
of over a second from last year’s
third place finish. Stevens noted,

“being able to take second place
with my teammates in the DMR
was an awesome feeling.”
The Viking men had some
standout performances in the
throwing events as well. Senior
Nick Kerkman was able to nab a
sixth place finish in the weight
throw with his toss of 45 feet, 8
inches. Always looking to improve,
he remarked, “I still was disappointed in myself for not being
able to overcome my furthest
weight throw of 14.44 m and perhaps move up a place or two in the
final results.”
Fellow senior Stan Jablonski
had a standout day as well: Having
sprained his ankle earlier in the
meet, he not only continued to
throw, but went on to throw a
three foot personal best in the
weight throw (42’2”) and a two
foot personal best in the shot put
(40’8”). Kerkman remarked, “his
perseverance set an example for
the rest of the team.”
On the women’s side, there
were numerous stellar performances — notably, junior Rose
Tepper’s second place finish in
the high jump, freshman Anna
Bolgrien’s third place finish in the
60 m hurdles, and a pair of personal bests recorded by senior
Emily Muhs in the 5,000 m and
3,000 m runs.
Tepper’s third All-Conference
award has solidified her as one of
the best high jumpers in Lawrence
history. Her jump of 5 feet, 2.25
inches last Friday was not enough
to repeat her previous conference
title in the event, but she was
happy with the performance nonetheless.

Standings
School

Men’s Basketball
Lake Forest *+
16-2
20-3
Grinnell *
14-4
18-4
St. Norbert *
12-6
15-8
Carroll *
10-8
14-9
Ripon
10-8
14-9
Beloit
9-9 10-13
Lawrence
8-10
9-13
Monmouth
5-13
7-16
Illinois College
4-14
6-17
Knox
2-16
3-20
* Qualify for MWC Tournament
+ Clinch Conference Championship
Photo courtesy of Janet Stevens

Bolgrien’s personal best performance in the 60 m hurdles was
good enough for an All-Conference
third place finish. Her time of 9.56
was an improvement of almost a
half second off last week’s performance. “I am really happy with
how I ran this last weekend,” she
remarked. “It was a really good
meet not just for me but for the
whole team.”
Overall, the team had a good
weekend. Despite this being, as

Kerkman noted, “a business trip,”
the team was able to relax and
enjoy themselves. Bolgrien noted,
“Watching my teammates as they
did their events was the highlight
of the weekend.”
Several members of the team
will compete in the Last Chance
Meet this weekend, March 3, but
the rest are enjoying a couple
weeks off before the start of the
outdoor season.

Hockey advances to Harris Cup semifinals
John Revis

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The Lawrence men’s hockey team defeated the Finlandia
University Lions 5-1 on Feb. 24 and
tied with them the next day 2-2 in
the MCHA quarterfinal playoffs.
The Vikings won the two game
playoff series 1-0-1 and advanced
to the final four of the Harris Cup.
In the first game, Lawrence
scored five goals before the Lions
got on the board, and the Vikings
won handily. The only goal of
the first period came from junior
forward Brad Scurfield off of
passes from senior forward Matt
Hughes and junior forward Phil
Bushbacher.
Early in the second period, a
Finlandia elbowing penalty gave
the Vikings an extra one man
advantage and freshman forward

Patrick Coyne capitalized to make
it 2-0. Sophomore defenseman
William Thoren and senior defenseman Jameson Raymond were
credited with the assists. Just a few
minutes later, Bushbacher scored
a goal of his own off a pass from
sophomore forward Paul Zuke.
In the next ten minutes, sophomore forward Huck Saunders
and Coyne each scored unassisted goals to make it 5-0. Finlandia
broke their slump and got a goal
with 17 seconds left in the second
period. That would be all the scoring as Lawrence rode out the third
period and secured the win. The
Vikings dominated the shots on
goal battle with a 45-29 advantage.
Freshman goaltender Peter Emery
made 28 saves in the win.
Needing a win or a tie to move
on, the Vikings encountered a
Finlandia team the next day that

was playing with a sense of urgency. The Lions struck quickly, scoring three minutes into the game.
Ten minutes later, Hughes scored
an unassisted goal to tie it up.
After a Lion holding penalty,
Lawrence got unlucky during their
power play. A shot from the top
of the point was deflected and a
Finlandia forward was on a one on
one breakaway and put it away for
a 2-1 lead.
The score remained until the
second period when Bushbacher
scored an unassisted goal to even
it up 2-2. Finlandia was unable to
score the rest of regulation and
overtime to get the edge and force
a decisive twenty-minute minigame. Usually a tie does not excite
teams, but it was all Lawrence
needed to move on to the semifinals. The Vikings had more shots
on goal again with a 50-32 edge.

Playing their final home game
of the season, the Vikings definitely ended their year in Appleton
on a good note. Junior goaltender
Michael Baldino commented, “We
were very aggressive the first game
and played very well on offense
and defense. For the second game,
you never wish for a tie but it got
the job done. We are happy to
move on.”
Lawrence travels this weekend
to Adrian, Mich. to play the MCHA
regular season champions and
defending national champion runner-ups Adrian College Bulldogs.
After two close regular season
tilts, Zuke said the team feels good
about their chances. “We feel confident going into these games. We’ve
proven that when we execute, we
can play with them. If we stick to
the system, we are definitely in a
position to win.”

Men's tennis defeats Milwaukee School of Engineering
Tyler Gasper

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The men's tennis team faced
some tough opposition this weekend, Feb. 25, in its matches against
UW-La Crosse, UW-Eau Claire and
Milwaukee School of Engineering.
The Vikings were swept by both
UW-La Crosse and UW-Eau Claire
(0-9), but they stepped up against
the team from Milwaukee School
of Engineering to defeat them 7-2.
Although the Lawrence men
were swept by both UW teams,
there were some close match-ups.

On Saturday against UW-La Crosse,
Cooper Smith was defeated by his
opponent in the first round 2-6,
rallied in the second match and
defeated his opponent 6-2, but
ultimately lost after being defeated
in the third match 3-6.
Max Zlevor narrowly lost his
match against UW-La Crosse's
Peter Stadum after being defeated
in the second round 5-7. In doubles competition, Jason Dunn and
Zlevor narrowly lost their match
against their UW-Eau Claire opponents 7-9. The Lawrence men were
swept by both UW teams with the

Conf Overall

final score being 0-9.
Despite these initial losses,
the Viking men rallied against the
team from the Milwaukee School
of Engineering to defeat them 7-2.
Smith easily defeated his opponent, Nick Matsuura, in two rounds
by scores of 6-1 and 6-3.
Caleb Ray, after narrowly winning the first round of his matchup against Jeff Scarpelli with a
score of 7-6, came back in the
second round to end the match,
defeating Scarpelli 6-1. Also in
singles competition, Dunn won his
match-up against Juan Montenegro

in two rounds with scores of 6-4
and 6-1 respectively.
The pair-up of Dunn and
Zlevor defeated their Milwaukee
opponents, Montenegro and Eric
Klamrowski, by a score of 8-3 in
doubles competition. Also in doubles, the team of Ray and Smith
triumphed in their match with a
score of 8-2, while Shota Nakada
and Craig Sherwood defeated their
Milwaukee opponents by a score
of 8-5.

Woman’s Basketball
St. Norbert *+
17-1
19-4
Monmouth *
13-5
14-9
Lake Forest *
11-7 12-11
Carroll *
11-7 12-11
Grinnell
11-7 12-11
Ripon
11-7 12-11
Illinois College
9-9
9-14
Knox
4-14
4-19
Beloit
2-16
5-18
Lawrence
1-17
1-22
* Qualify for MWC Tournament
+ Clinch Conference Championship
2011-12 MCHA Men’s Hockey
Adrian
17-2-1 19-5-1
MSOE
16-3-1 20-6-1
Marian
12-5-3 13-8-4
Lawrence
11-6-3 13-10-4
Finlandia
7-13-0 7-18-1
Northland
5-13-2 6-16-3
Lake Forest
4-16-0 5-22-0
Concordia
2-16-2 2-20-3

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
February 29, 2012
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Spring Sports Preview
by Jack Canfield

Phil Wisniewski: Baseball

Jason Dunn: Tennis
1. How long have you been playing Tennis?
I have played tennis sporadically since I was five years old. I loved
sports too much to focus on just one growing up.

1. Who taught you the game of
baseball?
My dad was the first person to really
introduce me to baseball, but I come
from a family of baseball players.
Both of my grandfathers were star
players, and one of them still plays
on a 70-and-older slow pitch team.
2. What is your favorite memory/
moment from LU baseball?
My favorite baseball memory during
my Lawrence career has got to be
a win against UW-Stevens Point my
freshman year. We were winning by
one in the last inning with runners
on first and second with one out. The
batter on Stevens Point hit a pop-up
right at me at third base, and due to
a hurricane-like gust of wind, I lost
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
my footing and the ball dropped
right next to me in fair territory.
Thanks to the quick thinking of Gabe Henriques, I flipped the ball to him and he was able to double off the
runner at second for the win. As embarrassing as it was, that will stick with me forever as the funniest moment
in my baseball career.

2. What is your greatest tennis-related accomplishment?
My greatest tennis-related accomplishment was winning the
northern conference my freshman year, spring 2010. We had an
incredibly close team and really came together to clinch the title.
That year's team ended up being the winningest team in Lawrence
history and I am proud to be a part of it.
3. What are you goals/expectations for the upcoming season?
My goals/expectations for this upcoming season are to win the
northern conference and ultimately win the midwest conference
title. We have a great group of guys who are focused and determined to win, and I believe we are going to do extremely well.
4. Why is "love" an official score in tennis? That's ridiculous.
And why do you count by 15 in tennis? Help us.
This is what I found on the scoring of the game:
Love is widely believed to come from "l'oeuf," the French word for
"egg," representing the shape of a zero.
The convention of numbering scores "15," "30" and "40" comes
from quinze, trente and quarante, which to French ears makes a
euphonious sequence, or from the quarters of a clock (15, 30, 45)
with 45 simplified to 40.

3. What are you goals/expectations for the upcoming season?
Our goals as a team this year are simple. Win Conference. No one except us expects Lawrence to do anything
this year, but with an improved pitching staff, some quality freshmen, and a ton of returning players, I think
we will be able to surprise the conference and do some big things this year.
4. Do you play fantasy baseball? Who are you taking first this year for you team?
I do not play fantasy baseball, and hardly play fantasy sports at all. I had my first experience with fantasy
sports last term when I led the league in losses in a fantasy football league with the Eight Man Wolfpack of the
notorious fourth floor of Sage. If I did play fantasy baseball, my overall first pick would be Starlin Castro of the
Chicago Cubs. I am a die-hard Cubs fan and would have to pick one of my own.

Rachel Young: Track and Field

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

1. Why do you love track and
field?
Well, I wouldn't say that I love
track and field exactly... my true
passion is cross country, but I
participate in track and field to
stay in shape and support my
team; also, because our coach
makes three-season participation
— cross country, indoor and outdoor track — mandatory. What
I do like about track and field is
the ability to watch many different events and support my team
members in all of them, as well
as the ability to get a more consistent time each race. With cross
country, you deal with differences
in terrain and weather conditions,
whereas in indoor track, it's just
you, the track and your splits. It
really makes you realize the limits
of your body and the success of
your training.

2. What track-related accomplishment are you most proud of?
I am most proud of the distance medley relay race that I participated in at indoor conference my sophomore year. I ran the 1,200 m leg of the race and passed the baton off to Annie Sullivan, who finished the
race with the mile, and we ended up scoring a point. It was a really close race, and everyone's leg of the
race counted in making up time that got us to score.
3. What do you do during a race to make yourself faster?
In indoor track, because the track is 200 meters, I usually focus on how short each lap is an how many I
have left to finish. I also really try hard to pick a person on my team or another team who is in the same
heat and try to stay with them or beat them. Focusing on staying with a group of people is an extremely
helpful tactic for maintaining a consistent pace.
4. What are your goals/expectations for the upcoming season?
We just finished our indoor season, so I would say that my goals for the outdoor season are to finish
strong my senior year and to stay healthy! Most years following the cross country season I have battled
injury and had to put limits on my indoor season, so I hope to avoid injury in the outdoor season and to
focus on achieving some personal bests in races like the 800 m and the 1,500 m. I am also really excited
for our home meet on our new track.

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

Nathan Fearing: Golf
1. We have a Lawrence University golf team?
Yes, there is a golf team, and I get that question all the time. The team is
made up of some random guys across campus who pretty much just get
together and play in tournaments on the weekends.
2. What is your favorite course to play on? Favorite course ever?
My favorite course to play on is Peninsula State Park Golf Course, which
was where I learned to play. My boss, friend and I would get to the course
at 6 a.m. and always be the first people on the course. We would follow
the guys cutting the greens and never have to worry about waiting for
tourists. My favorite course ever to play on was Eagle's Pointe in South
Carolina: there's nothing like trying to hit a golf ball near water while
worrying about a "gator" sitting nearby.
3. What is your best round of golf ever?
I would sub for this senior league and wasn't keeping track of my score
because one of the guys in the group was. At the end of the round he said
I shot a 73, but I think he was hard of
hearing so it was probably a couple
higher than that.
4. What are your goals/expectations
for the upcoming season?
I'm just anxious to get out and play
since its been awhile because of a
surgery. My goal is to get back to
playing like I did in high school, since
last year was no where near that. As a
team, I'm just hoping to not have to
ask my best friend to come play for
the team for Conference like last year
since we didn't have enough guys at
the time.

Photo courtesy of Nathan Fearing
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What’s on your iPod?
Emily Hamm ‘13

1. Angélique Kidjo, “Tumba”
Grammy-winning Beninoise
singer and activist Kidjo has the
most powerful voice I have ever
heard in concert, and sings in
all four of her fluent languages.
“Tumba,” off of her 2002 album
“Black Ivory Soul,” is an animated
dance with a killer beat.
2. Ella Fitzgerald, “(If You Can’t
Sing It) You’ll Have to Swing It
(Mr. Paganini)”
This rendition of Sam Coslow’s
“Mr. Paganini” epitomizes, in my
opinion, Fitzgerald’s career as a
scat performer. Her jazz flows easily, with impeccable diction, in this
comedic rhapsody.

3. Jamie Cullum,
“Twentysomething”
This is one of my favorite
Cullum originals, and not just
because he claims to be “an expert
on Shakespeare,” — although
“that’s a hell of a lot.” I feel certain that many Lawrence graduates may relate to pianist/vocalist
Cullum’s sardonic take on life after
college.
4. Indigo Girls, “Shame on You”
Maybe it’s my inner hippie oozing out as a lifelong Madisonian,
but there’s something undeniably
beautiful about the locked-in harmonies, sometimes-fierce acoustic
guitar playing and devoted fanbase of Amy Ray and Emily Sailers.
I believe it is important, even if
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one does not care for their style,
to respect the way they cheekily interweave political activism in
their lyrics: "They say, ‘We be looking for illegal immigrants — can
we check your car?/ I say, ‘You
know it's funny I think we were on
the same boat back in 1694’."

ity a few years ago, and has been
playing on my iTunes repeat ever
since. The song’s lyrics, comprised
completely of gibberish, are meant
to mimic the sounds of American
English. Indeed, a naive and inattentive listener may not even realize the difference.

5. Tom Waits, “God’s Away on
Business”
Sometimes I feel this way. In a
low growl slightly creepier than his
usual snarl, Waits effectively instill
terror in my ears while detailing
man’s self-destruction.

7. Steely Dan, “FM (No Static At
All)”
No iPod compilation is complete without a hit by the incomparable Donald Fagen and Walter
Becker instructing us, “Kick off
your high-heel sneakers, it’s party
time.” This classic, originally composed for the 1978 film of the
same name, comments on how FM
radio, with “no static at all,” was
a vast improvement on AM radio.

6. Adriano Celentano,
“Prisencolinensinainciusol”
Celentano’s 1972 single
regained some internet popular-
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APRIL 2ND, AT 4:30 IN THE MEAD
WITTER ROOM

Nick Paulson, Vice President
Austin Federa, Parliamentarian
Camilla Grove, General Secretary
Aubrey Lawlor, Public Relations
Secretary
Pablo Galvan, Treasurer
Sam Clary, Finance Secretary

Subscriptions Manager:
Emily Hoylman
EDITORIAL POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
which appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s editorial board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be e-mailed to: lawrentian@
lawrence.edu. Submissions by
e-mail should be text attachments.
— All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to The
Lawrentian no later than 5 p.m.
on the Monday before publication.
All submissions to the editorial
pages must be accompanied
by a phone number at which
the author can be contacted.
Articles submitted without a
contact number will not be
published.
— The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each submission for clarity, decency
and grammar.
— Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words,
and will be edited for clarity,
decency and grammar.
— Guest editorials may be
arranged by contacting the
editor in chief or the editorials
editor in advance of the publishing date.
Members of
the Assocated
Collegiate Press

